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Bloomsbury Publishing PLC. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, John Dryden: Selected Poems, John Dryden, Ian Hamilton, "Bloomsbury Poetry Classics" are selections from the work of some of our greatest poets. The series is aimed at the general reader rather than the specialist and carries no critical or explanatory apparatus. This can be found elsewhere. In the series the poems introduce themselves, on an uncluttered page and in a format that is both attractive and convenient. The selections have been made by the distinguished poet, critic and biographer Ian Hamilton. John Dryden was born in 1631 and was best known in his lifetime as a playwright. His poems were often adjuncts of his critical theories or instruments-of-war in his numerous literary vendettas. A merciless satirist, he nonetheless trod cautiously in his political allegiances. He wrote in fluent praise of both Cromwell and King Charles II. In the 1680s, with James II accession, he became a Roman Catholic. In his later years, he gave up writing for the theatre and largely devoted himself to translating from the classics. He died in 1700.

Reviews

This publication might be well worth a study, and much better than other. It is among the most awesome book i have got study. You may like the way the article writer publish this publication.
-- Dr. Paige Bartell

I just started reading this article pdf. it was actually written very properly and useful. You won't really feel monotony at whenever you want of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for relating to in the event you question me).
-- Brandt Koss III
John Dryden (/ˈdraɪdən/; 19 August [O.S. 9 August] 1631 – 12 May [O.S. 1 May] 1700) was an English poet, literary critic, translator, and playwright who was appointed England's first Poet Laureate in 1668. He is seen as dominating the literary life of Restoration England to such a point that the period came to be known in literary circles as the Age of Dryden. Romanticist writer Sir Walter Scott called him "Glorious John". Poems on Various Occasions (1701) [Not available on the Internet at present]. Poems on Various Personages To my Honor'd Friend, Dr. Charleton (1663) - UToronto To the Memory of Mr. Oldham (1684) - UToronto To the Earl of Roscommon, on his Excellent Essay, &c. (1684) - UVA Ode to Mrs. Anne Killigrew (1686) - UPenn Epigram on Milton (1688) To my Dear Friend Mr. Congreve on his Comedy, &c. (1694) - UToronto. Poetical Miscellanies Edited by Dryden. The First Part of Miscellany Poems (1684) Complete Facsimile of 1702 3rd ed. - Google Books Complete Facsimile of 1716 4th ed. The Lives of Plutarch, in 3 Volumes (1683) [Dryden and other translators; Dryden general editor and author of the prefatory "Life of Plutarch"] Facsimile of 1711 Vol. I - Google Books.